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1. Noun - Plural
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24. Noun
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26. Noun

27. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

28. Noun

29. Part Of Body

30. Adjective

31. Full Name Of A Person

32. Noun

33. Verb - Base Form



brooke

They say camp Noun - Plural are a very special kind of friendship. Melanie definitely learned this to be the

case, when she met a girl at Nationality Woods, a girl she might not ever have become friends with

otherwise. Yes, they made Adjective decisions as members of G19b and in general during their many

summers at FWF, but that is neither here nor there. What matters, really, is what came after. As luck would have

it, this camp friend told Melanie about a chance of a lifetime, a chance to Verb around the

Noun and Melanie jumped on the opportunity. These girls decided to be Noun - Plural , which is

honestly wild if you really think about it. They literally are complete opposites, one always wearing pearls and

being the epitome of Adjective , and the other completely outrageous ready to get naked and

Verb - Base Form at any moment, but somehow it worked. Perhaps they were a good match because

Melanie's camp friend loved people who made her Verb - Base Form , and Melanie loved people who

Same Verb - Past Tense at her jokes, or maybe it was because they both shared a love of all things

First Name of a Person Potter, or maybe it was simply because of their history, and no one but them would

have known the true meaning of a "lazy day." Though Melanie was outraged when she watched this friend stare

at her last Noun of steak so longingly and after a while say "sorry Relative " and eat it, she will

always be grateful for the Adjective work this friend put into her Noun guide for every country

they went to. Without it they might never have gotten to a ton of great places, including the infamous

Adjective restaurant in Country where the employees sexually harassed them as they ate in the

dark. They shared some insane times on SAS, like when they were Verb - Past Tense by a Malaysian gang,

or



experienced one of the most racist/awkward cab rides ever, or when they were so petrified to step off the

Noun in brazil for fear of being and murdered immediately, or when they were read bed time

Noun - Plural with cookies and milk, or were so hot that they jumped into a fountain while out at a club (

one of them in a white Noun ) or their cab ride with slanted eyes... "can somebody say Fast Food 

Chain ?" Even though they're so different, Melanie loves this girl, because she can be a , just like Melanie,

appreciates a good Philly Food and because she can be really weird, like placing 1 gummy bear on each

Noun she passes as she walks down the road. They've stayed really close since the trip and without this

friend Melanie's life would be tragically different. She would never have started to like Food , and she

wouldn't own any of the Noun she does today. This might even be enough for Melanie to finally forgive

her friend for leaving the ship before Verb - Present ends in ING their message to the next tenants of 3901.

Because this friend is a good one, and Melanie knows she can count on her, whether its to clean up her throw up

in their tiny shipboard bathroom sink, or to apply Noun to cover up the staph infection on her

Part of Body that no one else would go near, she knew it would be very important to have this friend by

her side as she approached her big day. Oh, and you're like really really Adjective .

So, Full Name of a Person , will you please do me the honor of being my Noun as I Verb - 

Base Form Joseph Thomas Young at Vie on Sunday, May 25, 2014?
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